
6 benefits of a digital  
experience platform that 
help unleash your digital 
brand’s full potential! 

Strengthen your digital brand by using a DXP. 
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Tobias Zapp has been working in UX design at Ergosign for over 14 
years. During this time, he has looked after many complex projects 
and customers from various industries. 

In his position as “Field Lead Mobile Solutions” he has spent three 
years focusing on apps and embedded UX. Tobias has also been 
primarily responsible for numerous industry and consumer projects, 
such as the WISO tax software series. Thanks to perfect UX, the 
“WISO Steuer-Sparbuch” and other products from Buhl Data have 
received multiple awards (as of 2017). 

More recently, Tobias’ focus has been on helping companies plan 
and implement the human-centered digitalization of their brand.  
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Digital Experience Platforms -  
the powerful element of human- 
centered (brand) digitalization.

Companies not only sell products or services, but they also produce 
content.

Until recently, this content, especially for websites, was structu-
red and published primarily using classic CMS solutions. Driven 
by technological progress and the associated social change, your 
website is no longer the only digital touchpoint - especially not 
since the fast-rising adoption of smartphones and social media 
(Web 2.0). The interaction with a brand, also called the customer 
journey, encompasses several different touchpoints. In addition 
to the classic website, the online shop or customer portal, think of 
apps for smartphones or tablets, digital steles, newsletters, or even 
voice assistants such as Alexa, intelligent household appliances, 
and electricity meters. Everything is connected. At the same time, 
customers, as well as employees, expect a flawless, personalized 
experience across all touchpoints (omni-channel). Overall, the 
quality of these experiences is the decisive factor for long-term 
confidence and loyalty to the brand or company. This is the only 
way to fully take advantage of your digital potential.

Classic CMS solutions alone no longer meet these requirements. It 
takes more than one software solution to deliver perfectly orches-
trated and personalized customer experiences regardless of the 
touchpoint. 

This is when a Digital Experience Platform, DXP   for short, is brought 
into play. Digital experience platforms are defined by the fact that 
they have no uniform definition. 

Attempting a definition

A DXP consists of many specialized tools for creating, managing, 
and delivering personalized digital customer experiences. The cen-
tral component of a DXP is usually a headless CMS or shop system. 
With their help, it is possible to play out content via an API (Ap-
plication Programming Interface) detached from the actual output 
medium. Many other tools can also be implemented, such as CRM 
(Customer Relationship Management), PIM (Product Information 
Management), ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), and tracking or 
personalization tools.

This whitepaper explains the six most important reasons for using a 
DXP and how you can use it in order to optimize your digital brand 
in the long term.
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“ A brand is a voice, 
and a product is a 
souvenir.”
Lisa Gansky – Author, Speaker, Co-Founder & CEO 
of Global Navigator and Ofoto



We all agree: The quality of digital products, services, or content is 
crucial for a company's success.

For the most part, no individual company ever completely domina-
tes a market, but several market players compete with each other. 
As is well known, competition stimulates business and is only a 
click away. However, additionally to professional excellence, you 
face another distinguishing feature: time.

The faster products, services, or content can be created and  
published, the greater your competitive advantage and perception 
of innovation and vision. You have a decisive advantage in the mar-
ket. With the help of a modular and networked DXP architecture, 
content and functions can be created centrally and managed and 
published very quickly.

Faster time to market for new  
products and services

Innovation usually fails not because of the ideas but because of the 
implementation. Short-term investments in sustainable structures 
and technologies are often avoided, with the result that even the 
best ideas are never implemented or only in reduced form. A lot of 
potential ekes out a sad existence as unused post-its.

You need a suitable technical basis to be able to develop new ideas. 
The basis of an excellent customer experience is a DXP architecture 
that makes it possible to use the full digital potential of a brand. A 
design system also offers the optimal basis for consistent design 
and development.  Read more about this under “5. Omni-channel 
experience with a uniform Look & Feel”.
  

Strengthen your digital brand

Example: Relaunch of a self-service 
portal for energy services
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You should start with the web version to bring new services to 
market quickly. The app with additional features, such as consump-
tion scanning, will follow in the next release. The scope of service 
and the customer experience can be built on, constantly expanded, 
and improved. Installing an intelligent meter, for example, enables 
consumption to be transmitted automatically. Create added value 
for your customers!

Case Study „MAINGAU Energie - 
mehr als nur Energie“

More on this topic  
can be found here:

↗

https://www.ergosign.de/de/work/case-studies/maingau.html


The best products don't start with a “Big Bang” including all possib-
le functions. Like the definition of an MVP (minimal viable product), 
products that enjoy continuing success usually only start with a 
set of essential features that are implemented optimally. These 
features must be as well thought out as possible. Remember the 
iPhone, which came with nothing but preinstalled apps when it was 
released in June 2007. The app store did not exist yet. Faster and 
smaller releases make it possible to gather meaningful feedback in 
a short amount of time. All further expansion stages benefit from 
this and, in this way, become better than if you had tried the really 
big hit right away.

A DXP allows you to carry out smaller releases quickly. The head-
less API architecture allows content to be created and optimized 
centrally for different touchpoints. With reduced technical hurdles 
for extensions and new products, the success of a release is directly 
measurable. Companies can thus concentrate fully on truly mea-
ningful content and features.

Flexible scalability of the  
product portfolio
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A cross-touchpoint experience combined with specialized tools for 
personalization, tracking, testing, and data management takes your 
brand to the next level.

Example: cost cap for electricity and gas - customer  
experience now makes the difference more than ever.

The energy market is currently undergoing radical changes. The 
energy crisis, rising prices, and at last, the state cap on electricity 
and gas prices are presenting energy service providers with many 
new challenges these days. What is the buying criterion when prices 
are no longer competitive? Digital services with an excellent custo-
mer experience then make a difference and create customer loyalty.



“ There is only  
one boss.  
The customer.”
Sam Walton – Founder Walmart



Off  the top of your head, would you know how many networked 
devices you currently use?

After some thought, the number is probably surprising. On ave-
rage, there are more than six devices. Your smartphone, laptop, and 
possibly tablet are obvious. In addition, there are wearables such 
as smartwatches, voice assistants, smart TVs, and perhaps your car 
or household appliances. This selection is supplemented by ticket 
machines, charging stations, digital steles, and much more. Each 
of these devices has a specific purpose, and people use them in 
various situations. We interact differently with the customer portal 
app on the smartphone than with the corresponding website on 
the laptop. Customers no longer want and should no longer have to 
commit themselves to one way of directly interacting with a com-
pany or service. 

To make this individual customer journey as perfect as possible, 
you first need to have a good understanding of the target group. For 
example, “millennials” use media very differently and for different 
purposes than “boomers”. In addition, each touchpoint has special 
features due to form factors (small - large), interaction paradigms 
(mouse - touch), and situational use (mobile - stationary). Here it 
is mainly the task of user experience designers to optimally adapt 
each touchpoint to the users and their needs. However, this type 
of personalization is only made possible by a DXP. A DXP allows 
content and function to exist separately from the design and im-
plementation of the touchpoint. This way, the focus can be placed 
entirely on the optimal, individual customer experience.

Optimal customer experience 
across all touchpoints
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Example: More digital touchpoints than expected

There are far more digital touchpoints in the energy market than 
many people think. Of course, the company website with the cus-
tomer portal is essential for concluding the contract and using the 
self-service functions. But when looking for a new provider, most 
customers use comparison portals to find out more.

This means: Appearance on external platforms cannot be  
underrated.

Web service alone is no longer enough. The customer experience 
must also be reflected in the expanding service portfolio. Charging 
stations for e-cars or intelligent meters - the opportunities to create 
added value for customers are constantly growing. Every touchpoint 
should always offer the best possible experience.



In addition to optimizing individual customer touchpoints, it is just 
as important not to look at them in isolation. The seamless linking 
of each individual interface and their smooth communication is 
crucial for a good customer journey.

Past so-called multi-channel solutions might have offered different 
interaction options, but they were independent in terms of design 
and data storage. Ultimately, the individual user experiences lacked 
the overarching context. This circumstance is partly caused by a 
lack of state-of-the-art technology and strategy but was preceded 
by technical silos in the companies. With "classic" CMS solutions, 
each touchpoint had to be maintained separately, which makes 
sweeping changes cumbersome and error-prone. With the help of 
a DXP, it is possible to maintain content and data independent from 
touchpoints. This is the basis of a proper omni-channel strategy for 
content, services, or e-commerce.

In addition to seamless data processing, the design (Look & Feel) 
and interactions must be adapted to the touchpoint. At the same 
time, however, the brand must be represented uniformly.

A design system provides the necessary cross-touchpoint rules for 
this. As a construction kit for UX design and development, a design 
system helps to create consistent digital interactions.

Omni-channel experience with  
a consistent Look & Feel 
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Design Systems

More on this topic  
can be found here:
↗

https://www.ergosign.de/de/services/ux-design.html


So far, the focus has been almost exclusively on the customer expe-
rience and its importance for companies. However, if we look at the 
big picture of the experience, we must remember another critical 
target group: the employees. They create and manage the content 
and are, therefore, significantly involved in the success. People pri-
marily deliver successful digitalization.

If these people do not have the necessary resources and motivation, 
no matter how good the underlying strategy is, a brand's full poten-
tial will never be realized. That is why the employee experience is 
just as important to us as that of the customers.

Improved employee experience 
thanks to the right data and tools
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Example: GO Digital - without pen and paper

Nobody wants to take the detour via pen and paper or photos when 
reading the meter reading. A smartphone app lets you and your 
customers transmit the meter reading in seconds and is guaranteed 
to be error-free. The customer portal on the website, on the other 
hand, provides adjustments to deductions or a precise consumption 
analysis.

The same data but different touchpoints: The context of use  and the 
information goal determine which touchpoint you choose. Let your 
customers decide for themselves!

An outstanding digital experience is only possible if the entire 
organization works towards it and everyone - from management to 
individual employees - pulls together. The resulting motivation and 
personal commitment make the decisive difference in a human-
centered organization. Put people at the center of your company. Organizational Design

More on this topic  
can be found here:
↗

https://www.ergosign.de/de/services/org-design.html
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An essential aspect of a DXP is that it does not specify a predefined 
set of tools. Instead, specialized tools can be selected for (industry) 
specific tasks. This means we can design the DXP in such a way that 
we achieve the optimal customer experience and the best emp-
loyee experience. As mentioned at the beginning, a headless CMS 
or e-commerce system usually represents the core of a DXP. It is, 
therefore, particularly important to ensure that these tools provide 
the necessary features and usability.

For example, we make sure that CMS solutions come with a visual 
editor and that our developers can customize the UI for the edi-
torial team. It is important to talk to the editors early and find out 
about their individual needs to select the right tool and personalize 
it if necessary.

Tools we love:

Scrivito: The flexible content hub for all your websites and apps↗

Storyblok: Storytelling for companies, editors, development  
and marketing

↗

https://www.scrivito.com/de
https://www.storyblok.com/


Our conclusion

Regardless of a company's industry, product or service, digital 
touchpoints have become the single most important communi- 
cation channels with their customers.

More about DXP at Ergosign:
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For almost 90% of all customers, the (digital) experience with a 
company is just as important as the actual service or the product 
(according to ↗ Salesforce Report; May 10, 2022)

In addition to the advantages for brands and customers, we will 
take a closer look at the technical features of a DXP in another white 
paper.

For the reasons mentioned above, modern brands can no longer 
avoid using a DXP if they want to remain competitive in the future 
and retain customers over the long term.

According to Gartner, “Companies that take an intelligent, modular 
approach are 80% faster than the competition when it comes to 
implementing new features.”

ergosign.de/DXP↗
Case Study „MAINGAU Energie - 
mehr als nur Energie“

↗

Case Study - GLOBUS↗

Digital Experience Platforms

 Case Study - Saarländischer Rundfunk↗
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https://www.salesforce.com/news/stories/customer-engagement-research/
ergosign.de/de/services/dxp.html
https://www.ergosign.de/de/work/case-studies/maingau.html
https://www.ergosign.de/de/work/case-studies/globus.html
https://www.ergosign.de/de/work/case-studies/sr.html


Take advantage and take your brand to the next 
 level of human-centered digitalization with a  
digital experience platform.

We implement tailor-made solutions for your brand. We would be happy to advise and 
accompany you on the right digitalization strategy for your company. The Ergosign team  
is there for you, starting with the compilation and selection of the DXP components, 
through design and development, to operating your touchpoints. Talk to our DXP  
experts in a complimentary, obligation-free consultation.

Arrange a free consultation now.

Tobias Zapp
Principal UX Designer,
Team Manager

Markus Kühner
UX Director,  
Head of Site Saarbrücken

LET’S TALK

https://dxp.ergosign.de
https://www.ergosign.de/de/
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